As Davos Jet-Set junket World Economic Forum climate hysteria peaks...

Piers Corbyn & @Action4Life_ challenge BBC and Sir David Attenborough to public debate

_and accuse Davos control freaks of using Australian wildfires as a “new-Reichstag-Fire” LIE to plunder + control the world!

- Piers Corbyn welcomes President Trump’s “prophets of doom” warning at Davos against apocalyptic climate hysteria.

- Protest at BBC + Brexit-Day events Fri 31 Jan (see @Action4Life_ /WeatherAction)

  The EU-ETS (Emissions Trading Scheme) which uses the CO2 con to close industry in UK must END NOW

- “No-More-Reichstag-Fires!” protest Thu 27 Feb (anniv of Reichstag fire 1933)

Piers Corbyn of www.weatherAction.com and @Action4Life_ campaign says:-

“The World Economic Forum super-Rich and mega corporations control freaks junket in Davos are using the fake climate Emergency hysteria they created with the UN, EU & MainStreamMedia to bring in huge insane dangerous new measures to ramp-up their plunder and CONTROL of the world’s people, property, governments, resources and wealth and prop up their failing financial system. THIS POWER-GRAB, THE BIGGEST-EVER IN THE WORLD must be totally resisted. We challenge Sir David Attenborough to BBC public debate on the Climate story

“The ExtinctionRebellion “movement” they fund and orchestrate with its “left” backers and continent-sized new “Reichstag-Fire” in Australia are a perfect crescendo for FakeNews propaganda to launch their new initiatives at the expense of the rest of the world.

“The so-called CO2 Man-Made ClimateEmergency “crisis” IS NOT A QUESTION OF PROOF BUT OF FALSE ALLEGATIONS to fuel their agenda of redistribution of wealth and power UPWARDS not downwards.

“Science shows Man-Made Climate-Change does not exist; CO2 levels are an effect not a cause of changes in climate and Australian Bush Fires are a natural phenomena which has been around millions of years - nothing to do with CO2.

“These fires have been MADE WORSE - apart from actions of deranged green arsonists - BY DELIBERATE “GREEN” POLICIES reducing brushwood clearance. The result is that the fires become uncontrollable. The fires were triggered (apart from arson) by the naturally occurring Indian Ocean dipole cycle and thunderstorms - nothing to do with CO2.

“The infamous intensity of Australia bush fires is a result of evolution of Eucalyptus trees which are very oily and burn at a very high temperature which only their own seeds survive. So Eucalyptus-boosted fires ensure Eucalyptus dominates over other trees there.

“The recent “Green” policy reduction of fire limiting measures which were in the 1939 Act (introduced after “Black Friday” massive fires 1939) is insane. The 2020 fires were not as bad as 1851 (Victoria eg) and 1939 in many places but they were made worse by Climate policies - not by CO2- ‘global warming’.

“FAKE GREEN POLICIES ARE TO BLAME for deaths and suffering of people and animals.”

3 causes of Australia Fires

1st and most important: Indian Ocean Dipole

2nd: Green environmental policies which try to cut off the free forests of brushwood and undergrowth (which fuels and spreads fires) and refuse to allow proper firebreaks to be created. No wonder the Greens want to divert attention from this to blaming CO2 and ‘global warming’.

3rd: Arson which, if activists’ behaviour in the Amazon region is anything to go by, may well be linked to the 2nd cause above.”

“200 fire-raisers have been arrested already, some whom will likely be ‘activists’, as was the case in the Amazon. https://www.newspower.net/2019/11/20/20736

None of the above reasons have anything to do with life-saving CO2.

OOPs! Sept Oz got very cold

ARREST the FIRE-RAISERS
Bring back anti-fire precautions and save lives

Ignore Green Lies
The fires have nothing to do with CO2 or ‘global warming’

@action4life

REAL SCIENCE PROVES CO2 LEVELS ARE EFFECT NOT CAUSE GLOBAL WARMING HOAX TO HIKE UP ENERGY PRICES BBC #COVERUP #CLIMATEGATE FRAUD